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Dinh Q. Lê:
Monuments and Memorials
17 M ar – 1 2 May 201 8
Opening: Friday, 16 March, 6.30pm – 8.30pm

“Photography is now so vital to memory, as a safeguard that
the past will not be erased. And ironically, we often rely, as with
the Khmer Rouge, on the photographs taken by the murderers.
– Allan de Souza

Media Preview
with Dinh Q. Lê

STPI Gallery
Friday, 16 March
2.00pm – 3.00pm
RSVP
weilinng@stpi.com.sg

Splendor & Darkness (STPI) #32, 2017, Foiling and screen print on Stonehenge paper;
cut, weaved and burnt, with acid-free double-sided tape and linen tape, 221 x 350 cm

STPI Gallery presents the first major solo exhibition in Singapore by Dinh Q. Lê, one
of Asia’s most established artists to date. For the very first time, the multiple
award-winning

artist

has

developed

breakthrough

print

works

of

unprecedented scale and technical distinction from Splendor and Darkness —his
sold-out photo-weaving series.
"Monuments and Memorials" marks the premiere of this pivotal series in Asia, also
unveiling his first-ever three-dimensional weavings which feature the recent refugee
exodus from Africa and the Middle East into Southern Europe.
In Splendor and Darkness, Lê shredded photographs of Cambodian temples and iconic
portraits of Khmer Rouge victims killed at Tuol Sleng, weaving the strips into photomontages using the age-old craft of traditional Vietnamese grass mat weaving.
The resulting transfigured image is a rich, multi-faceted viewpoint of history and a
reflection of our fragmented personal and collective memory.
Lê’s long-standing desire for mural-sized, monumental foiling works interwoven
with matt paper were realised for the very first time through STPI’s technical
capabilities, which refined the works with greater texture and warmth. “All
these possibilities that I always wanted for this series was never possible until I
learnt what STPI could do... these new processes helped me to perfect the work.”
Haunting, iconic, and universal, "Monuments and Memorials" blazes new trails for Lê’s
celebrated practice.

Fo r f u r t h e r info rm ati o n , p l e a s e co nta ct :
Wei Lin Ng, STPI Press & Media Relations Executive
weilinng@stpi.com.sg | +65 6336 3663

Adrift in Darkness, 2017, Digital Print on Awagami bamboo paper, laser cut and weaved onto cane structure, Dimensions variable

Splendor & Darkness (STPI) #6 (detail), 2017, Cyanotype on Stonehenge paper;
cut, weaved and burnt, with acid-free double-sided tape and linen tape, 104.5 x 69 cm

Splendor & Darkness (STPI) #4, 2017, Foiling and screen print on Stonehenge paper;
cut, weaved and burnt, with acid-free double-sided tape and linen tape, 101.5 x 68 cm

Splendor & Darkness (STPI) #33 (detail), 2017, Cyanotype on Saunders 638g paper, 110 x 75 cm

About the Artist

Internationally acclaimed artist Dinh Q. Lê was born in Vietnam and immigrated to the
US at the age of ten to escape the Khmer Rouge. Lê consistently challenges how our
memories are recalled with context in contemporary life; he is known for his largescale photo-montages, where he weaves photographic strips into a tapestry of images
that revolve around the theme of the Vietnam War. Lê’s important works document the
unheard stories of survivors who endured the first helicopter war. He utilises the artistic
process as a tool for examining and unearthing history, exploring the universal themes
of loss and redemption. Through his work, he merges Eastern and Western cultures, as
well as personal and fictional realities.
Lê received his BA in Art Studio at UC Santa Barbara in 1989 and his MFA in Photography
and Related Media at The School of Visual Arts in New York City in 1992. He has exhibited
all over the world, including the Houston Center for Photography; the Los Angeles Center
for Photographic Studies; the Speed Art Museum, Kentucky; A major survey of his work
“A Tapestry of Memories: The Art of Dinh Q. Le” was held at Bellevue Arts Museum, WA.
His work is in the collections of Museum of Modern Art, New York; San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art; The Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; The Los Angeles County
Museum of Art; Portland Art Museum; The Bronx Museum, New York and The Israel
Museum, amongst others. Besides being an artist, Lê also co-founded the Vietnam
Foundation for the Arts (VNFA), based between Los Angeles and Ho Chi Minh City – an
organization that supports Vietnamese artists and promotes artistic exchange between
cultural workers from Vietnam and around the world. With funding from VNFA, Lê and
three other artists co-founded San Art, the first not-for-profit contemporary art space
and reading room in Ho Chi Minh City. He is currently a member of the peer committee
for Art Network Asia and a member of the Asia Society’s international council.
He is the recipient of several awards: The Prince Claus Fund Award (2010), Gunk
Foundation Public Project Grant (1998), The Dupont Fellowship (1994), NEA Fellowship
in Photography (1994) and The Aaron Siskind Fellowship (1992).

About STPI
STPI is a dynamic creative workshop and contemporary art gallery based in Singapore. Established in 2002, STPI is committed
to promoting artistic experimentation in the mediums of print and paper and has become one of the most cutting-edge
destinations for contemporary art in Asia. STPI sits alongside National Gallery Singapore and the Singapore Art Museum as part
of the national Visual Arts Cluster of leading institutions in the region.
STPI Creative Workshop is a rigorous laboratory for pushing the boundaries of various print and papermaking techniques.
Bolstered by specialised facilities and a highly qualified workshop team, STPI Creative Workshop produces unique collaborations
with leading international artists to challenge conventions in art, explore new trajectories in their practice and share their
experience with the public.
STPI Gallery is an active platform that fosters the exchange of ideas in contemporary art with its diverse exhibitions and
public programme. The gallery hosts specially curated exhibitions of works produced in the STPI Creative Workshop and
regularly participates in international fairs. This enables it to nurture and sustain local and international interest in both its
artist collborations and in the mediums of print and paper. The gallery’s public programme aims to engage and broaden
visitor understanding of contemporary art, while collaborations with a variety of international curators, collectors and gallerists
provide a holistic experience for audiences on a global level.

Upcoming Exhibitions
Annual Special Exhibition: American Masters
26 May – 1 Sep
Aaron Curry
15 Sep – 27 Oct
Annual Group Show: Multiple Choice
10 Nov – 23 Dec
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